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Abstract

Gaze-following is a kind of research that requires locat-
ing where the person in the scene is looking automatically
under the topic of gaze estimation. It is an important clue
for understanding human intention, such as identifying ob-
jects or regions of interest to humans. However, a survey
of datasets used for gaze-following tasks reveals defects in
the way they collect gaze point labels. Manual labeling may
introduce subjective bias and is labor-intensive, while auto-
matic labeling with an eye-tracking device would alter the
person’s appearance. In this work, we introduce GFIE, a
novel dataset recorded by a gaze data collection system we
developed. The system is constructed with two devices, an
Azure Kinect and a laser rangefinder, which generate the
laser spot to steer the subject’s attention as they perfor-
m in front of the camera. And an algorithm is developed
to locate laser spots in images for annotating 2D/3D gaze
targets and removing ground truth introduced by the spot-
s. The whole procedure of collecting gaze behavior allows
us to obtain unbiased labels in unconstrained environments
semi-automatically. We also propose a baseline method
with stereo field-of-view (FoV) perception for establishing
a 2D/3D gaze-following benchmark on the GFIE dataset.
Project page: https://sites.google.com/view/
gfie.

1. Introduction

Gaze-following is a human skill that emerges in infan-

cy [36] to learn about visual focus of other people, which

helps to understand their personal thoughts and intention-

s [32]. For these reasons, detecting gaze targets automati-

cally as humans do has great potential in some applications,
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Figure 1. The way of collecting gaze data in the existing gaze-

following dataset and our proposed scheme. a) is a sample from

the GazeFollow [28] dataset, the blue dots indicate the gaze targets

annotated by the different annotators. b) indicate the case where

annotations are collected with an eye-tracking device. c) is the

system designed in this paper.

such as locating items of interest to a person in the retail en-

vironment [35] and judging the risk of driving by detecting

whether the driver is distracted [9, 16]. In addition, gaze

target detection can assist in action recognition [40], so-

cial relationship analysis [11, 41], autism diagnosis [7] and

human-aware robot navigation [25].

As a device for monitoring gaze behavior, a wear-

able eye-tracking device was explored for gaze-following

[23, 30]. [14, 23, 27] designed a custom system for track-

ing gaze. These methods are only applicable to constrained

scenes due to extra burdens they bring, such as complex

calibration and additional expense. This challenge has also

attracted the attention of researchers in the computer vision

community, and recent works [7, 22, 28, 38] have made an

effort to establish datasets for inferring a person’s gaze tar-

get from third-view image based on deep-learning methods.

This CVPR paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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However, our survey of these datasets, which play an im-

portant role in this task, reveal deficiency in the way they

gather gaze data. Most datasets are manually annotated, but

the subjectivity of annotators may cause annotations to de-

viate from the actual gaze target. This is demonstrated by

the sample in Figure 1 a) where each annotator has a differ-

ent opinion on the gaze target of the same person. In addi-

tion, labor-intensive is another drawback. The eye-tracking

device in Figure 1 b) can capture annotations automatically

but alter subjects’ appearance in the dataset, which brings

the gap with the gaze-related behavior in the natural envi-

ronment.

To address these problems, as shown in Figure 1 c), we

propose a novel system for establishing our GFIE dataset

that provides accurate annotations and clean training data

recorded in natural environments. The system consists of

a laser rangefinder and an RGB-D camera Azure Kinec-

t, which allows us to manipulate the laser rangefinder to

guide the subject’s gaze target through the laser spot while

recording their activities with the RGB-D camera. After

detecting the laser spot in the image by our proposed al-

gorithm, the gaze target of the person in the image can be

located. Based on the distance to the laser spot measured by

the laser rangefinder, the 3D gaze target can also be recon-

structed. Considering that the laser spot introduces ground

truth to the image, we employ an image inpainting algorith-

m to eliminate it for constructing the final dataset. Most of

the processes are automated, alleviating the need for human

resources. Our proposed GFIE dataset comprises rich ac-

tivity clips with different subjects and diverse scenes. They

are key to ensuring the diversity of gaze behaviors. Along

with RGB-D images and 2D/3D gaze targets, we also pro-

vide camera parameters, head bounding boxes and 2D/3D

eye locations.

Accompanying our proposed GFIE dataset, we design

a novel baseline method that takes the stereo field of view

(FoV) to estimate gaze targets into account. In this paper,

FoV is defined as the extend to which a person can observe

in 3D space. It is perceived based on the predicted gaze di-

rection and transformed into a heatmap. Then the heatmap

combined with scene saliency, helps the entire model lo-

calize 2D and 3D gaze targets more efficiently. State-of-

the-art methods are introduced to establish 2D/3D gaze-

following benchmarks on both GFIE and CAD-120 [20]

datasets. Experiment results show that the GFIE dataset is

reliable and the proposed baseline method achieves excel-

lent performance in 2D images and 3D scenes.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

• We develop a system consisting of a laser rangefinder

and RGB-D camera to guide and localize gaze target

while recording gaze behavior.
• We release a new GFIE dataset for 2D/3D gaze-

following that contains reliable annotations and di-

Table 1. Comparison of GFIE with existing gaze-following datasts

Dataset
RGB/

RGB-D
Size

Gaze Target

Localized by

3D

Annot.
Data Source

GazeFollow [28] RGB
122,143 frames,

130,339 people
Annotator �

MS COCO, SUN,

PASCAL, etc

VideoAttentionTarget [7] RGB 1331 tracks,164,541

frame-level anno.
Annotator � YouTube

GazeFollow360 [21] RGB
65 videos,

10,058 frames
Annotator � YouTube

VideoGaze [29] RGB
140 movies,

166,721 anno.
Annotator � MovieQA

VideoCoAtt [10] RGB
380 videos,

492,100 frames
Annotator � TV shows

DL Gaze [22] RGB
95,000 frames,

16 subjects
Annotator � Recorded by iPhone

TIA [38] RGB-D
330,000 frames,

14 subjects

Eye-tracking

glasses
� Recorded by Kinect V2

GFIE (ours) RGB-D 71799 frames,
61 subjects Laser spot �

Recorded by
Azure Kinect

verse human activities in indoor environments.

• We introduce a stereo field of view (FoV) in the pro-

posed baseline method for improving gaze-following.

2. Related Work

2.1. Gaze-following dataset

In Table 1, we present an analysis of existing datasets re-

lated to gaze-following. GazeFollow [28] is the first large-

scale image dataset for gaze-following, which contains a

total of 130, 339 people and 122, 143 images with hand-

annotated ground truths. The VideoAttentionTarget [7] es-

tablished by Chong et al. was proposed for a temporal task,

which consists of 1, 331 tracks collected from YouTube. A

team of 4 annotators provided 164, 541 frame-level annota-

tions. VideoGaze [29] is built to predict what a person is

looking at even if the gaze targets appear in other frames in

the video, and it contains 140 movies and 166, 721 anno-

tations from the crowdsourcing website. To address shared

attention or gaze-following in social interaction, Fan et al.
[10] established a VideoCoAtt dataset and the co-attention

areas in 492, 100 frames are manually annotated. GazeFol-

low360 [21] focuses on gaze-following in 360-degree im-

ages and 4 knowledgeable annotators label gaze targets in

10, 058 frames collected from YouTube.

Several studies have explored building datasets by

recording their own video. The video-based DL Gaze

dataset [22] recorded 95, 000 frames and 16 volunteers in

the video were asked to annotate where they were looking.

External devices are also considered to collect ground truth

in addition to manual annotation. TIA datasets [38] pro-

posed by Wei et al. relies on eye-tracking glasses to locate

a volunteer’s gaze point and correlate it with video recorded

from third-person view. 14 volunteers and 330, 000 frames

formed this dataset. For an overview of all existing dataset-

s in Table 1, the ground truth in most datasets is manually

annotated, which may introduce subjective bias. And eye-

tracking glasses changes the subject’s appearance since it
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need to be worn during recording, which brings a gap from

the natural environment.

2.2. Gaze-following method

Recasens et al. [28] first established a deep-learning-

based framework including a saliency pathway and gaze

pathway for learning to follow gaze from the image. On

this basis, the estimation of gaze direction [6, 22] is con-

sidered to tackle this problem. Chong et al. [7] designed a

spatial-temporal architecture with an attention mechanism

to detect dynamic gaze targets. Gaze-related clues includ-

ing human-object interaction [5] and scene depth [2, 12]

are also explored and developed for gaze-following. Li’s

work [21] focused on gaze-following in 360-degree images

and they proposed a dual-pathway to model the sightline in

3D sphere space to detect gaze targets in any region. There

are also some researches who have focused on application-

s in special scenarios, such as inferring shared attention in

social scene [10], following gaze in neighbor frames of a

video [29] and tracking the attention of children in class-

rooms [1].

Some researchers extend the gaze following task to 3D

space. Santner et al. [30] and Liu [23] et al. designed sys-

tems for 3D gaze tracking based on eye-tracking glasses and

RGB-D camera, respectively, while Park et al. [24] utilized

multiple head-mounted cameras to locate 3D joint attention

in the social scene. Gaze-following in 3D scenes with only

a single camera has also been proven to be feasible. Head

poses [31] and geometric relationships [3, 34] are exploited

for predicting joint attention. Based on the RGB-D camera,

Wei et al. [38, 39] proposed a probabilistic graphical model

to infer intent and attention jointly under a unified frame-

work while Shi [33] proposed a Sequential Skeleton Based

Attention Network under the LSTM framework to deal with

attention inference in complex situations. In this paper, we

designed a method for 2D/3D gaze-following simultaneous-

ly from RGB-D images.

3. GFIE Dataset Generation
In this section, we introduce the system setup for record-

ing gaze behavior and then present the algorithm for detect-

ing laser spots to acquire gaze targets. After constructing

all 2D/3D annotations, we perform an analysis on the entire

GFIE dataset. Figure 2 depicts the workflow for generating

the GFIE dataset. The whole process is semi-automatic as

human intervention is required only for recording the data

and verifying the annotations.

3.1. System Setup

Considering the deficiency of existing datasets, we de-

sign a system that can locate gaze targets accurately while

recording gaze behavior without changing the subjects’ ap-

pearance. As shown in Figure 1, our designed system con-
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Figure 2. Workflow for GFIE dataset generation

sists of a laser rangefinder and an Azure Kinect (RGB-

D camera) mounted on a platform. The Azure Kinect is

fixed on the platform to record the activities of the volun-

teers, while the laser rangefinder is placed on the universal

ball joint so that the emitted laser spot can move smooth-

ly. While recording gaze behavior, the Azure Kinect is set

to capture RGB images and depth images with a resolution

of 1920 × 1080, where the depth images have been regis-

tered into the RGB frames. We operate the laser rangefind-

er to guide the subject’s attention target through the laser

spot, which means that the subject is always staring at the

laser spot while performing in front of the camera. At the

same time, the distance measured by the laser rangefinder

is recorded.

3.2. Laser Spot Detection

In this paper, in order to detect the position of the laser

spot in the RGB image to generate the gaze target annota-

tion, we propose a laser spot detector that can be well ap-

plied to complex indoor scenes. To make the laser spot-

s prominent, we preprocess the image by multiplying the

saturation value and performing gamma correction on the

lightness value in the image’s HSL color space. After that,

we extract the horizontal and vertical derivatives of the
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Algorithm 1 CDBPS

Input: Boundary point sets S, Threshold η, Minimum ra-

dius Rmin, Maximum radius Rmax

Output: Boundary point sets of candidate regions Starget

1: for set s in S do
2: c, r ← find the minimum enclosing circle of set s
3: if Rmin ≤ r ≤ Rmax then
4: for point pi in s do
5: Di ← ‖pi − c‖
6: end for
7: v ← compute the variance of D
8: if v ≤ η then
9: add s in Starget

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for

grayscale image with the standard 3× 3 Sobel operators to

calculate the gradient magnitude. In addition to the gradi-

ent, we also need to select the candidate regions according

to the color characteristics of the laser spot. Considering

HSV color space is more suitable to screen out the laser

spot matching the specified color ranges [19]. We filter out

regions that fit the color ranges to extract the binary image

in HSV color space and apply closing operation in morphol-

ogy with an elliptical 7× 7 structuring element, making the

foreground regions smooth.

Based on preprocessing, we use the binary image as a

mask for the gradient image to omit the regions that do not

conform to the color features and retrieve boundary point

sets of the remaining regions. Then the candidate regions

where the laser spot may exist are selected via an algorithm

named CDBPS (Circle Detection based on Boundary Point

Set), which is summarized in Algorithm 1. The algorith-

m traverses the boundary point sets and calculates the cen-

ter and radius of the minimum enclosing circle of each set.

Among these sets, those whose enclosing circle is within the

specified range will be preserved. After that, we calculate

the variance of the distances between the boundary points

of the reserved sets and the center of the enclosing circle,

and discard the set with variance greater than the threshold.

The selected sets are the boundary point set of the candidate

regions.

Considering the laser spot moves smoothly in the record-

ed video sequence, we introduce the Kalman filter to locate

a region most likely to have a laser spot from the candidate

regions. Specifically, we first need to select a rectangular

area containing laser spots in the initial frame of the video

and then calculate the IoU between the rectangular area pre-

dicted by the Kalman filter and the enclosing rectangle of

the candidate area in the next frame. The candidate region

with the maximum IoU is regarded as the laser spot in the

image and we update the estimated error covariance ma-

trix for detecting in the next frame. We take the predicted

rectangle as the region where the laser spot may exist if no

candidate region is selected.

3.3. Annotation

We provide annotations including head bounding boxes,

2D/3D gaze targets and 2D/3D eye locations in our pro-

posed GFIE dataset. In particular, all 3D coordinates are

represented in the RGB camera coordinate system. Most of

these annotations are generated automatically, with only a

few failure cases need to be handled by the annotators.

2D gaze target: After performing the laser spot detection

on all recorded RGB images, a team of 5 annotators was

asked to check whether the laser spots in the images were

detected correctly and correct the wrong cases. Then we

take the verified position as the location of the gaze point in

the image to form the final annotation.

3D gaze target: With the help of distance measured by the

laser rangefinder in the recording system, 2D gaze targets

in images can be transformed into 3D space. Then our es-

tablished dataset can be extended for gaze-following in 3D

scenes. Using the depth map directly to obtain the 3D gaze

target is inappropriate because it contains invalid or noisy

values.

In the recording system shown in Figure 1, we regard the

laser rangefinder as a mass point and assume that the off-

set from it to the camera coordinate system is do, then the

distance from the laser spot to the camera can be approxi-

mated as d − do, where d is the distance measured by the

laser rangefinder. In addition, we use (gu, gv) to represent

the coordinate of the detected laser spot in the image and

K = (fu, fv, cu, cv) to indicate the intrinsics of the RGB

camera. Then we need to calculate the coordinates of the

3D gaze point (gx, gy, gz) in the RGB frame.

According to the unprojection principle of the pinhole

camera and the measured distance, the following constraints

can be established:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(gu − cu) gz

fu
= gx

(gv − cv)gz
fv

= gy√
g2x + g2y + g2z = d− do

(1)

Then gz is obtained by solving Equation 1 as follow:

gz =
d− do√(

gu − cu
fu

)2

+

(
gv − cv

fv

)2

+ 1

(2)

we can calculate gx, gy according to Equation 1.
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Figure 3. GFIE Dataset statics. Top left three: The distribution

of annotations including head and gaze point location in the 2D

plane. Top right one: The distribution of gaze angles. Bottom

three: The distribution of annotations including head and gaze

point location in the 3D space.

Head bounding box: Recent work [6, 22, 28] has demon-

strated that the head is a crucial clue in gaze-following, so

the head bounding box also need to be provided in the an-

notations. The robust face detector [42] is chosen for the

coarse detection of the heads in the images. Then 5 anno-

tators were asked to check the detected bounding box and

correct the failed cases on the CVAT (Computer Vision An-

notation Tool) platform.

2D/3D eye location: Based on the cropped head image, the

facial landmark detector proposed by Bulat et al. [4] is used

to detect the location of the left and right eye landmarks.

The 2D eye position is at the center of these two landmarks,

while the 3D eye position can be unprojected according to

the values of all face landmarks in the depth map. The few

failed case in detection are annotated by annotators.

3.4. Eliminating Laser Spot Process

Although the laser spot can guide and locate a person’s

gaze target, it also brings ground truth into the dataset by

adding the spot in the image. As a technique to recover the

missing region or remove some objects in the image, image

inpainting is suitable for removing laser spots. In this pa-

per, after setting the mask region around the laser spot, we

adopt the generator network proposed by Ulyanov et al. [37]

to inpaint the regions of laser spots in images. Since the

laser spot is located in a small region, the algorithm can fill

the target area effectively referring to the surrounding tex-

ture, which makes the inpainted image similar to the natural

scene. Figure 2 shows the original images and the corre-

sponding inpainted images.

3.5. Dataset Statics

The GFIE dataset includes diverse gaze behaviors of 61
subjects (27 male and 34 female), accompanied by a wide

range of activities. The entire dataset consists of 71799

frames in total and each frame has annotations, which in-

clude head bounding box, eye location and gaze target in

2D plane and 3D space. In this paper, we divide the dataset

into a training set with 59, 217 frames, a test set with 6, 281
frames and a validation set with 6, 281 frames. In addition,

subjects and scenes that appeared in the training set were

not included in the test and validation sets.

Statistics from 2D plane and 3D space for the entire

GFIE dataset are shown in Figure 3. The probability densi-

ties of annotations in the image are placed in the top three

subplots, indicating that the head locations are concentrated

in the upper part of the image while the gaze points appear

more in the lower part. Such a gaze related distribution is

caused by these more common behaviors in daily life such

as looking straight horizontally or looking down. The distri-

bution of gaze angles shown at top right in Figure 3 is also

consistent with our analysis. The probability distributions

of 3D annotations in the RGB camera coordinate system are

also placed in the bottom three subplots. The distance from

the subject to the camera ranges from 1.04m to 6.48m, with

a mean distance of 2.41m and the gaze targets are distribut-

ed widely in space.

4. GFIE Model
4.1. Network Architecture

We design a baseline method to evaluate gaze-following

in 2D images and 3D point clouds of our established GFIE

dataset. The main idea of this proposed method is to infer

human gaze targets on the basis of perceiving a person’s

field of view (FoV) in a stereo space. An overview is shown

in Figure 4.

The architecture consists of three components: a mod-

ule for estimating gaze direction, a module for perceiving

stereo FoV, and a module for generating a gaze heatmap.

We use ResNet50 [15] as the backbone to build the mod-

ule for estimating gaze direction, which takes the cropped

head image as an input and outputs a 3D gaze unit vector

v = [ax, ay, az]. The module that perceives stereo FoV is

proposed to highlight regions that a person pays attention to

in space according to gaze direction. With the help of cam-

era intrinsics K, we first unproject the registered depth map

D ∈ m × n into the RGB camera coordinate system and

then subtract the eye coordinate E. The unprojected coor-

dinates are represented by matrix T ∈ m × n × 3 instead

of a point set. The transformation from D to T is as follow,

where u, v are the indices of the matrix:

(u− cu)D(u, v)/fu − ex = T (u, v, 0)
(v − cv)D(u, v)/fv − ey = T (u, v, 1)

D(u, v)− ez = T (u, v, 2)
(3)

After normalizing T to T ′ in the third dimension,

heatmaps F and F ′ can be generated by:
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F = T ′ · vT , F ′ = (Relu(F ))
α

(4)

Assuming that gaze direction can be estimated accurate-

ly, these two heatmaps F and F
′

transformed from stereo

FoV can indicate the region that the person is most likely to

pay attention to. As shown in Figure 4, the activation func-

tion Relu and the exponent α can lead the model to focus

more on regions with higher probability.

The stereo FoV heatmaps can be fed into the module

for generating gaze heatmaps together with the scene im-

ages for estimating the gaze target. The final module is an

encoder-decoder architecture, where the encoder contain-

s all feature layer of ResNet50 and the decoder consist of

2 convolution layers and 3 deconvolution layers. The fi-

nal output heatmap is H and the predicted gaze target is

(ĝu, ĝv) = argmax(H).

4.2. Strategy for 3D Gaze-following

Our proposed baseline can be extended for 3D gaze-

following based on predicted 2D gaze target (ĝu, ĝv) and

stereo FoV heatmap F . After transforming the 2D gaze tar-

get (ĝu, ĝv) into the heatmap F , we set a rectangle area

R ∈ w × h with it as the center and find the maxi-

mum value in R, which is at the (p, q) in the stereo FoV

heatmap F . This maximum value means that the vector

ṽ = (T (p, q, 0), T (p, q, 1), T (p, q, 2)) within the region R
of the matrix T is most similar to the predicted vector v.

Then the point ṽ+E can represent the 3D gaze target, which

is pointed by the vector ṽ.

4.3. Implementation Details

Our proposed baseline is implemented by Pytorch and all

inputs are resized to 224× 224. The module for estimating

gaze direction is pretrained on Gaze360 dataset [18] and the

encoder is pretrained on the Imagenet [8]. The size of the

two stereo FoV heatmaps and the final output heatmap is

64× 64 and α is set to 3 in this paper.

We supervise both heatmap H and 3D gaze vector v
for regression in the training process. Following [26], the

ground truth heatmap is formed by generating a Gaussian

centered on the gaze point. MSE loss lh is chosen for

heatmap regression and Cosine loss lv is used for gaze vec-

tor regression. The total loss function is l = β · lh + γlv ,

where the β, γ are set to balance the two loss values. The

training data is augmented with flipping, random cropping

and color jittering for learning.

5. Experiment

5.1. Performance Comparison

Experiment setup: In this section, several methods are

introduced to evaluate the performance on 2D/3D gaze-

following in order to establish a benchmark as follows:

• Random: 2D and 3D gaze targets are selected random-

ly in the image and point cloud.

• Center: 2D and 3D gaze targets are located at the cen-

ter of the image and the point cloud, respectively.

• GazeFollow [28], Lian [22] and Chong [7]: These

methods all focus on gaze following in 2D planes, and

we extend these methods for estimating 3D gaze tar-

gets by unprojecting the 2D gaze targets into 3D space

from the registered depth map.

• Gaze360 [18] and RT-Gene [13]: These methods for

gaze estimation in an unconstrained environment are

also introduced to perform 3D gaze-following by gaze

direction. We find the vector most similar to the pre-

dicted gaze vector vs in the set of vectors T , and the
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Table 2. Performance comparison on the GFIE dataset

2D 3D

Method AUC ↑ L2 Dist. ↓ 3D Dist. ↓ Angle Error ↓
Random 0.585 0.425 2.930 84.4◦

Center 0.614 0.287 2.510 87.2◦

GazeFollow [28] 0.941 0.131 0.856 41.5◦

Lian [22] 0.962 0.091 0.542 26.7◦

Chong [7] 0.972 0.069 0.455 20.8◦

Rt-Gene [13] 0.823 0.123 0.552 21.0◦

Gaze360 [21] 0.821 0.130 0.540 19.8◦

GFIE (ours) 0.965 0.065 0.311 17.7◦

point vs + E is taken as the 3D gaze target predicted

by these methods.

The following metrics are introduced in the evaluation:

• 2D evaluation metrics: AUC: The area under curve

proposed by [17] is introduced to use the predicted

heatmap as the confidence to draw the ROC curve. L2

Dist.: The Euclidean distance between the predicted

gaze point and the ground truth, we assume the size of

the image is 1× 1.

• 3D evaluation metrics: 3D Dist.: Similar to L2 Dist.,

but for 3D scenes, its unit is m. Angle Error: The an-

gular difference between predicted gaze direction and

ground truth, in degrees.

Analysis: The quantitative results are shown in Table 2.

Our proposed method achieves the best performance on the

GFIE dataset both in the 2D and 3D scenes, which outper-

forms the other baseline methods. From the table, we also

can draw the following conclusion: 1) All simple designed

baseline methods perform poorly. 2) Extending the research

on 2D gaze-following to 3D scenes may introduce errors,

which may be attributed to invalid values or noise in the

registered depth map. 3) The methods for gaze estimation

still face challenges in locating gaze targets, although they

perform well in predicting gaze direction.

We also show some examples predicted by our proposed

method in Figure 5 a), which contains the results of gaze-

following in the 2D image and 3D point cloud.

5.2. Ablation Study

We also design the following methods to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the components, input setting, and strate-

gies used for training and inference in our proposed method.

• No encoder-decoder module: The encoder-decoder

module is removed, and we replace the final output

heatmap with the stereo FoV heatmap F for inference.

Only cosine loss is considered for training.

• No stereo FoV heatmap module: The module for per-

ceiving stereo FoV is removed, and two other modules

Table 3. Quantitative results of ablation study on the GFIE dataset

2D 3D

Method AUC ↑ L2 Dist. ↓ 3D Dist. ↓ Angle Error ↓
No encoder-decoder module 0.887 0.129 0.552 20.0◦

No stereo FoV heatmap module 0.888 0.104 0.452 22.2◦

One stereo FoV heatmap 0.945 0.079 0.391 20.8◦

No supervision for the gaze

vector
0.943 0.073 0.821 42.5◦

3D gaze-following with only

the predicted gaze vector
0.799 0.136 0.543 19.4◦

3D gaze-following with only

the predicted heatmap
0.965 0.065 0.333 18.7◦

GFIE (ours) 0.965 0.065 0.311 17.7◦

are used for heatmap generation and gaze estimation,

respectively.
• One stereo FoV heatmap: Only a single stereo FoV

heatmap F is used in the network and F ′ is ignored.
• No supervision for the gaze vector: The cosine loss lv

is removed and only the heatmap loss lh is used for

regression.
• 3D gaze-following with only the predicted gaze vec-

tor: Only the predicted gaze vector is used to infer the

3D gaze target, and the implementation method is the

same as the method for gaze estimation in the experi-

ment setting.
• 3D gaze-following with only the predicted heatmap:

Only the predicted gaze heatmap is used to infer the

3D gaze target, and the implementation method is the

same as the method for 2D gaze-following in the ex-

periment setting.

The results of the ablation analysis are provided in Table

3. The first four rows in the table indicate that the encoder-

decoder module, the two-layer FoV heatmap and the cosine

loss settings in our designed network are necessary. The last

two ablation methods in the table are designed to validate

the effectiveness of the strategy for 3D gaze-following. We

can learn that using predicted heatmaps or predicted gaze

vectors alone has a certain performance gap compared with

the complete approach, proving that our designed strategy

for 3D gaze-following is effective.

5.3. Evaluation on CAD-120 Dataset

To explore whether the model trained on our GFIE

dataset can be applied to other unseen scenes with differ-

ent camera settings, we introduce the CAD-120 [20] dataset

record with Kinect V2 for evaluation. The CAD-120 dataset

is built for human activity analysis but has no gaze-related

annotations. So we selected 1737 frames and asked 3 anno-

tators to annotate the 3D gaze targets manually in the soft-

ware CloudCompare. We selected 300 samples randomly

and asked a volunteer to estimate the 3D attention target.

The average distance error between the volunteer’s estimat-

ed value and the annotated value was 0.113 meters.

After training on the GFIE dataset, our proposed method

and the compared method Chong [7] perform testing on the
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Scene1-CAD120 Scene2-CAD120

Scene3-GFIE

Scene5-GFIE

Scene1-GFIE Scene2-GFIE

Scene4-GFIE

Scene6-GFIE

a) Test examples on GFIE dataset

b) Test examples on CAD-120 dataset

Figure 5. Visualization of test examples on GFIE and CAD-120 datasets. The endpoint of the white line indicates the gaze target in the

image. The red and green lines in the point cloud represent the ground truth and sight line predicted by the GFIE model, respectively.

CAD-120 dataset. The evaluation results of our proposed

method on this dataset are as follows: the 3D Dist. is 0.365
and the L2 Dist. is 0.114, which outperforms the Chong (3D

Dist. is 0.812 and L2 Dist. is 0.152 ) in both 2D and 3D

scenes. This demonstrates that the GFIE dataset contains

sufficient information for gaze following task and the GFIE

model has excellent generalization performance. The test

samples is shown in Figure 5 b).

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a novel system and approach

to guide, record and localize gaze targets efficiently while

collecting gaze behaviors in indoor environments to gener-

ate GFIE dataset. This dataset covers reliable annotations

and diverse activities which are suitable for gaze-following

in 2D/3D scenes. We design a model that takes stereo FoV

into account and present a strategy for 3D gaze-following,

which constitutes our baseline method. Experiments for

benchmarking on our dataset are also performed. Both

quantitative results and qualitative analysis suggest that our

proposed method can solve gaze-following problems well,

whether under 2D or 3D circumstances. The evaluation

on the CAD-120 dataset demonstrates that the dataset and

baseline proposed in this paper can be used for other scenes

with different camera settings.
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